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BECs He3,He4

Homogeneous
constant density
fixed parameters

Non-Homogeneous
non-uniform density
Control over parameters
(geometry, dimensions, interactions)

Easily create low dimensional BECs Low dimensions di!cult

! ! 10!10m
Large vortex core size

! = 0.2µm (23Na)

Ratio of intervortex spacing to vortex core radius

! 3 He4 105 to 106



Selling points of working with BECs
Experimental

Theoretical
In addition to the above points:

• Quantitatively accurate techniques to describe condensate dynamics based on
microscopic models of atomic interactions.

• Theoretical techniques to describe condensate and thermal cloud at higher than
zero temperature (finite temperature models). Will provide insight to the question
of ‘mutual friction’.

• Promise of excellent control over vortex creation and manipulation

• Ability to manipulate single vortex dynamics

• Can routinely create low-dimensional BECs, promising to study 2D quantum
turbulence.

• Possibility to study the transition from 2D to 3D quantum turbulence.

• Ideal system in which to understand vortices and their role of turbulence on a
microscopic scale.



Methods of vortex nucleation in BECs

• Engineering phase profile

• Stirring: moving a laser (repulsive potential) through condensate
or moving condensate past a defect

• Rotating traps or rotating thermal cloud.

• Mixing (merging) condensates of varying phases

• Formation of vortices from dynamical instabilities.
ie snake instability of a soliton,
bending wave instability of a vortex ring,
surface mode excitations.

• Kibble-Zureck mechanism: rapid quench through the phase transition.



Models of finite temperature
Numerous!

Qualitative
• Phenomenological Dissipation
Quantitive
• TGPE / PGPE: Truncated / Projected Gross Pitaevskii Equation
• ZNG: Zaremba, Nikuni and Gri!n
• SGPE: Stochastic Gross Pitaevski equation

Qualitative
• Phenomenological Dissipation
Quantitive
• TGPE / PGPE: Truncated / Projected Gross Pitaevskii Equation
• ZNG: Zaremba, Nikuni and Gri!n
• SGPE: Stochastic Gross Pitaevski equation

N. P. Proukakis and B. Jackson,
’Finite-Temperature models of Bose-Einstein condensation’,
J. Phys. B.: At. Mol. Opt. Phys, 41 (2008) 203002.

P. B. Blackie, A. S. Bradley, M. J. Davis, R. J. Ballagh and C. W. Gardiner,
’Dynamics and statistical mechanics of ultra-cold Bose gases using c-field
techniques’, Advances in Physics, 57, 363 (2008).
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t = 1.9t = 0.4 t = 27

LT (t! t0)/L0

t! t0

Symbol ! L0 c

–! 0 406 0.151± 0.005
–! 0.015 369 0.252± 0.007
–! 0.03 339 0.274± 0.006
–! 0.06 300 0.340± 0.0018

Exponential decay

LT (t! t0)/L0 " exp[!c(t! t0)]

• At finite temperature - faster decay of vortex length



Gross-Pitaevskii-Boltzman
ZNG - Zareemba, Nikuni, Griffin

Self-consistent treatment of collisional Interactions
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CONDENSATE
DENSITY

THERMAL 
CLOUD

DENSITY

Off-centered Vortex
spirals out from centre
and decays gradually
with sound emission

Thermal Cloud fills in the vortex core (as it spirals out)

Jackson, Proukakis, Barenghi & Zaremba (Phys. Rev. A, 2008)

APPLICATION TO VORTEX DECAY



Stochastic-Gross-Pitaevskii
SGPE

• Bose-field operator split into two parts: !(x)) ! !̂(x) + "̂(x); a non-condensate
band of high-energy modes with low occupation that are locally thermalized "̂(x),
and a condensate band !̂(x) of low-energy highly occupied modes.

• Condensate band described by a classical field !(x) "< !̂(x) >

• Independent noise sources for growth dWG(x, t) and scattering dWM (x, t).
• Averaging over realizations gives expectation values of physical observables, a
single trajectory describes observables for a single condensate run.

LGP = ! !2

2m
"2 + V(x, t) + g|!(x, t)|2

d!(x, t) = P

!
! i

!LGP !(x, t)dt +
G(x)
kBT

(µ! LGP )!(x, t)dt + dWG(x, t)
"Simple Growth SGPE

Cockburn, Proukakis, Laser Physics, 19, 558 (2009)
Rooney, Bradley and Blakie, Phys. Rev. A, 81, 023630 (2010)



Spontaneous Vortices in BEC formation

ramp, and quench B uses a sudden jump to a final radiofrequency
value (see Methods). Plots of temperature and condensate number
versus time for both quenches are shown in Fig. 2a. Following Anglin
and Zurek8 (see Supplementary Information), we estimate a correla-
tion length of j< 0.6 mm near the critical point for both quenches.
Because j is about a factor of 6 smaller than our radial harmonic
oscillator length ar< 3.8 mm characterizing a condensate radius for
small atom numbers, we would not expect global phase coherence at
the critical temperature, suggesting that spontaneous vortex forma-
tion could occur in our experiments.

To look for vortices, we suddenly remove the trapping potential
after the 6-s evaporative cooling ramp of quench A or 1.5 s after the
radiofrequency jump for quench B. Each BEC ballistically expands
and is then imaged along the vertical direction (the z axis), which
coincides with the symmetry axis of the trap. Vortex cores aligned
with the z axis appear as holes in the column-density distribution, as
shown in Fig. 3a. We emphasize that our procedure does not impart
net angular momentum to the atomic cloud, such as through phase
engineering24 or stirring25; our observations thus represent a new
regime for the study of quantized vortex nucleation in BECs (see
Supplementary Information for further discussion).

We simulate condensate formation using the stochastic Gross–
Pitaevskii equation (SGPE) formalism13,14 that describes the highly
occupied, low-energy modes of a Bose gas with a classical field. The
field evolves according to a generalized Gross–Pitaevskii equation
that includes dissipation and thermal noise describing collisions
between the partially condensed matter waves and the high-energy
atoms in the thermal cloud. Because evaporative cooling is difficult
to simulate realistically26, and the details are often qualitatively

unimportant, we use an idealized cooling model with a sudden jump
in chemical potential and temperature of the thermal cloud through
the condensation critical point. This leaves the SGPE classical field
out of equilibrium with the thermal cloud; the subsequent return to
equilibrium results in condensate formation. Figure 2a shows the
growth in condensate number for the simulations of both quenches.
In our simulations, the initial and final thermal cloud parameters
have been chosen tomatch the experimental results, and the coupling
between the thermal cloud and the classical field is then adjusted to
give good agreement with the experimentally observed BEC growth
curves. This approach allows a meaningful comparison of other
observables such as vortex statistics with the experimental data.
Further discussion can be found in the Methods and
Supplementary Information.

As shown in Fig. 3b, c, vortices spontaneously form in our simula-
tions, where each realization can be interpreted as the numerical
analogue of a single experimental run. We therefore study vortex
dynamics in each growing condensate to compare vortex formation
statistics with our experimental results. In both our laboratory and
numerical procedures, for each quench we repeat the BEC creation
procedure and analyse statistics of vortex observations. For each data
set described below, we extract the fraction of images showing at least
one vortex core within a displacement of 0.8RTF from the BEC centre,
where RTF is the BEC Thomas–Fermi radius in the z5 0 plane27. This
fraction serves as our estimate of the probability of observing spon-
taneously formed vortices in a single run.

Because localized decreases in the density profile of an experimen-
tally obtained image may not always clearly indicate the presence of a
core (for example, owing to tilting or bending with respect to the z
axis) our experimental uncertainty ranges are defined by our ability
to determine visually whether an image shows a vortex. For quench
A, 23–28% of 90 total images contain at least one visible vortex core.
For quench B, 15–20% of 98 total images show at least one core.
Although the two quenches use quite different radiofrequency eva-
poration trajectories, they show similar cooling and BEC growth
rates. We can thus expect statistical similarities between the two data
sets. Further statistical details, including results of observingmultiple
cores per image, are given in the Supplementary Information.

From our simulations, we can analyse vortex observation pro-
babilities as a function of time for each quench. To determine the
presence of a vortex we consider an instantaneous slice of the classical
field in the z5 0 plane of the trap, and detect all phase loops of62p
within a displacement of 0.8RTF from the BEC centre (here, RTF is
based on the time-dependent condensate number). We find that the
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Figure 2 | Condensate formation and vorticity. a, Condensate number N0

versus time. Blue squares (red circles) indicate experimental data for quench
A (B), and lines indicate corresponding numerical simulations. The green
dot-dashed line is the numerical result for the toroidal trap (quench C).
Vertical dotted lines indicate the observation times for which experimental
statistics are generated. Inset, experimentally measured temperatures for
quenches A and B (tQ< 7 s and 5 s, respectively). b, The probability of
finding at least one vortex passing through the z5 0 plane plotted for all
three simulated quenches. Grey regions indicate the experimental
measurement range for each data set.
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Figure 3 | Vortices in the harmonic and toroidal traps. a, Images of BECs
created in a harmonic trap, showing single vortices (left, centre) and two
vortices (right). Each image is 200mmsquare. b, c, Sample simulation results
from quench B, showing in-trap integrated column densities along z (in
b) and associated phase profiles in the z5 0 plane (in c), with vortices
indicated by crosses and circles at62p phase windings. d, Left image, phase-
contrast experimental image of a BEC in the toroidal trap. Image is 70 mm
square. Remaining images, vortices in 200-mm-square expansion images of
BECs created in the toroidal trap. e, f, Simulations of BEC growth in the
toroidal trap show vortices (as in b, c) and persistent currents.
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Isolated superfluid regions (size !) form
with random relative phases as Bose gas
nears the critical temperature. Regions
merge during the quench, resulting in
vortex formation.

3D Stochastic
Gross–Pitaevskii
Simulations

Kibble-Zurek Mechanism:

Non-equilibrium continuous phase transition occurs in finite time.
When thermalization (relaxation) rate becomes less than the
quench rate, ! frozen in, remaining constant through the critical
point. Resultant density of defects ! 1/!2

Theory:

C. N. Weiler, T. W. Neely, D. R. Scherer, A. S. Bradley, M. J. Davis and B. P. Anderson,
Nature, 455, 948 (2008).



Quantum Turbulence in a BEC
Bagnato Group, University of Sao Paulo

Emergence of Turbulence in an Oscillating Bose–Einstein Condensate,
E. A. L. Henn, J. A. Seman, G. Roati, K. M. F. Magalhães and V. S. Bagnato,
Phys. Rev. Lett., 103, 045301 (2009).

• 87Rb BEC of (1! 2)"105 atoms in a cigar trap of aspect ratio !z/!! = 0.11.

• Vortices are nucleated from surface modes excited by an external oscillatory
potential.

• Tangled vortices visualized by absorption images after expansion.

• Possible signature of tangled vortex configuration is conservation of condensate
aspect ratio on free expansion.



Route to Turbulence

• Explore nucleation of vortices
from oscillating cigar-shaped
trap.

• Intermediate amplitude and
excitation time leads to
turbulence

• Large amplitude and excitation
time leads to granulation

• Vortex formation appears
irreproducible

J. A. Seman, E. A. L. Henn, R. F. Shiozaki, G. Roati, F. J. Poveda-Cuevas,
K. M. F. Magalhães, V. I. Yukalov, M. Tsubota, M. Kobayashi, K. Kasamatsu
and V. S. Bagnato, (2011) arXiv:1007.4953v3 [cond-mat.quant-gas].



A stirred BEC - experiment

C Raman, J. R. Abo-Shaeer, J. M. Vogels, K. Xu, and W. Keterle, Phys. Rev. Lett.
87, 210402 (2001).

• Initial state of 5 ! 107 Na atoms in a cylindrical trap, !r = 2" ! 86Hz and
!z = 2" ! 20Hz, peak density; 4! 1014 cm!3 and healing length # = 0.2µm.

• Rotated around long axis by stirring with a laser beam. Stirrers of size much
smaller than condensate size generate hundreds of vortices quickly. Maximum
number of vortices roughly proportional to the stirring frequency.

• Surface modes and local turbulence identified as mechanisms for vortex nucleation
in rotating condensates.

Not stirred Stirred

Stirred

Not stirred

Radial in-situ phase-contrast imaging



Emergence and decay of 
Turbulence in a Stirred BEC

Density Phase Ek(µ)

E(µ)• 2D GPE, BEC in weak elliptically deformed
trap rotating at close to the quadrupole
instability frequency 0.72 < !/!r < 0.78.

• Kolmogorov spectrum of turbulent state,
between condensate size, k ! 0.3(2"/#),
and characteristic vortex-sound interaction
length-scale, k ! 2(2"/#).

• Disordered state of sound waves & vortices 

• Kolmogorov-like spectrum E(k) ! k-5/3 of 
classical turbulence (& superfluid turbulence)

• 2D turbulence (soap films, meteorology & MHD)

• Atomic BECs allow study of transition between 
2D & 3D turbulence

Turbulence                Kolmogorov

Fragmentation            Crystallisation

Fragmentatio
n

Sym. b
reaking

Turbulence

Crystallis
atio

n

Stage III: Turbulence

condensate         
~ 20"

vortices/sound
~ few "

Ek ! k!5/3

! 20! ! few !
N. G. Parker, and C. S. Adams, J Phys. B, 39, 43 (2006).
N. G. Parker, and C. S. Adams, Phys. Rev. Lett., 95, 145301 (2005).



D. R. Scherer, C. N. Weiler, T. W. Neely, and B. P. Anderson, Phys. Rev. Lett.,
98, 110402 (2007).
R. Carretero-González, B. P. Anderson, P. G. Kevrekidis, D. J. Frantzeskakis, and
C. N. Weiler, Phys. Rev. A, 77, 033625 (2008).
G. Ruben, D. M. Paganin, and M. J. Morgan, Phys. Rev. A, 78, 013631 (2008).

Vortex Formation from Merging BECs 

Experiment

Theory

• Repulsive optical potential segments oblate harmonically trapped BEC into three
independent BECs each with well defined phase.

• BECs can merge during condensation for low energy barrier or after release of the
segmenting potential for high energy barrier.

• Fast release of barrier creates many
vortex lines and rings. Slow barrier
release creates a single vortex.



Vortex dipoles in an oblate BEC

T. W. Neely, E. C. Samson, A. S. Bradley, M. J. Davis and B. P. Anderson,
Phys. Rev. Lett, 104, 160401 (2010).

• Oblate disk-shaped BEC, with a repulsive barrier (laser beam) moved through the
condensate to create vortices.

• Controlled coherent vortex nucleation of single vortex dipoles.

• Vortex dipole pairs nucleated for Translation velocities > Critical velocity.

• Critical velocity for vortex dipole formation determined to be 170! 190µm/s for
2" 106 87Rb atoms at 52nK. Rr = 52µm and Rz = 5µm (Rr : Rz # 11 : 1).

Experimental Run

Numerics, T = 0
Torbit ! 1.2s

Triply charged dipole,
Torbit ! 675ms

Doubly charged dipole,
Torbit ! 900ms



2D Quantum Turbulence in a BEC
Anderson Group, University of Arizona

(Unpublished)

• Oblate disk-shaped BEC, aspect ratio Rr : Rz ! 11 : 1.

• A repulsive barrier (laser beam) moved through the condensate
to create vortices.

• 2D superfluid regime, with vortices aligned parallel to the tightly
trapped direction and vortex reconnections, vortex tilting and
bending suppressed.

• Aiming to look at 2D quantum turbulence and measure, control
and understand few-vortex systems.



D.V. Freilich, D. M. Bianchi, A. M. Kaufman, T. K. Langin and D. S. Hall Science, 329, 1182 (2010).

Real-time dynamics of a single vortex 

and vortex dipoles in a BEC
• Direct in situ observations of vortices di!cult:
radius of vortex core << wavelength of light used for imaging.

• Microwave pulse transfers small portion (1! 10%) of atoms, across entire spatial
region, to untrapped state. Atoms fall under gravity, expand and are imaged from
below.

• Imaging technique enables many images of same experiment, promising for
experiments where vortex generation is irreproducible or stochastic.



Chaos in Low-Dimensional Turbulence
Tsubota: Binary Quantum Turbulence in BECs  

Tsubota: Quantum Turbulence from Soliton Decay

General discussion points (time permiting):
How do finite size effects influence turbulence in BECs?

Best model of finite temperature effects / mutual 
friction?

Validity of different theoretical models?
How small can a tangle of vortices be to still call it 

‘turbulent’? Properties?

Discussion outline



Vortex Trajectories

Colors indicate different runs

Initial Conditions

Determining the Lyapunov Exponent

!V = V0 exp("t)

V0 = !3.85
! = 1.3

Onset of Chaos White & Barenghi (unpublished)

• Quasi 2-D BEC. Motivated by the idea that BECs are an ideal system in which
to investigate how many vortices are necessary to recover macroscopic properties of
quantum turbulence.

• Initial condition: Compare evolution of trajectories in two runs, one in which the
initial position of one vortex is slightly perturbed.


